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I.

 

INTRODUCTION

 

The European Union faces major challenges from the 

increased threats of climate change, with serious conse- 

quences in the energy sector [1]. Energy efficiency in

 

general and particularly in

 

the telecommunications sector, 

due

 

to

 

its large distribution as well as its tremendous and 

pervasive development, needs to

 

be improved. In order to

 

prevent dangerous climate change, the 

telecommunications sector is working to save energy in

 

large-scale telecommunications networks. 

According to the latest numbers of the International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU), the 

telecommunications sector contributes around 2 % to 2,5% 

of greenhouse gas emissions. Here, fixed and mobile 

telecommunications contribute an estimated 24 % of the 
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total. As the ICT industry is growing faster than the rest 

of the economy, this share may well increase over time 

[2], [3]. 

In large-scale (nationwide) communication networks 

there are two drivers of energy consumption: coverage 

and network capacity. Often, the first task of a network is 

to connect all endpoints that seek network connection. 

This leads to certain amount of energy demand for the 

active network equipment. In case the coverage is 

achieved and more capacity is needed the (excess) energy 

consumption is driven by the capacity to be installed. As 

today ‘s network equipment is merely designed to follow 

the temporal fluctuating traffic demands with its provided 

capacity, this excess capacity is installed statically and 

thus leads to a (static) additional energy demand. The 

present work focuses on network capacity in relation to 

efficiency of energy consumption.  

Large-scale telecommunication networks are utilized 

by consumers’ and business applications, such as video 

and music streaming but also for large file transfers for e. 

g. data backups. The electricity consumed by the network 

operation depends essentially on the installed network 

capacity and affects the operators ’energy bills 

considerably. In order to become more environmental-

friendlier, network operators have recognized the ability 

for improvements throughout the recent past for reducing 

the network energy demand – and thus the operators’ 

energy bill. The expected traffic amount in a network 

requires a certain network capacity to be installed and 

therefore determines the electricity demand of such a 

network via the necessary active network equipment. 

A suitable measure for roughly estimating the energy 

efficiency of a network system or section is the energy 

per bit – describing the energy needed on average for the 

transmission of a bit by a particular technology or 

network section. With the technology progress to higher 

transmission rates, energy efficiencies can only be 

achieved by decreasing the energy per transmitted (or 

processed) bit. 

The traffic observed in networks varies between 

weekdays and weekends, see e. g. [4]. The real observed 

traffic depends furthermore strongly on the particular 

geographical and functional network section under 

consideration. For example, the access network in a 
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residential area on a working day exhibits a traffic 

characteristic that is very different from a similar network 

section in a business park on the same day. However, the 

absolute differences between observed traffic 

characteristics are not the main focus of this paper. Here, 

we focus on a principle technique of estimating traffic 

patterns as an inevitable precondition for dynamic 

capacity provisioning that works independently of the 

concrete traffic curve. 

A possible solution for improving the energy efficiency 

of networks is considered by load-adaptive operation 

where the network capacity follows the traffic demands. 

This is in contrast to the prevalent network design, where 

the network capacity is above the expected peak traffic 

plus a capacity reserve. In order to achieve any 

improvements in the network’s energy efficiency, it is 

essential to adapt the provided network capacity to the 

fluctuating traffic demands and thus, in turn, to estimate 

the traffic demand reliably for these capacity 

dimensioning purposes. Dynamic capacity provisioning – 

or load-adaptive operation – can be achieved by, e. g. 

switching on and off ports and links to provide the 

necessary network capacity — or it can be done on a per-

link basis. Examples for such a kind of dynamic load-

adaptive network operation on a per-link basis can be 

found as Energy Efficient Ethernet on Ethernet links [5], 

they are standardized as low power mode regimes for 

ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) connections 

and furthermore they are discussed as radio access 

network management approaches [6]. Once a robust 

traffic prediction solution is found – that is needed for 

either type of load-adaptive network operation – load- 

adaptive network operation regimes can be considered a 

strong possible solution towards network energy 

efficiency improvements. 

The aim of the work is to develop a simulation model 

for dynamic capacity adaptation based on the analysis of 

Wiener filtering for traffic prediction underpinning energy 

savings in communication network. The present research 

employs the qualitative methodology as model creation is 

a qualitative process. Qualitative process is a 

methodology mostly used within the interpretive 

approach [7]. Hence, the research is carried out within the 

interpretive paradigm. Interpretative paradigm is 

characterized by the researcher ’s practical interest in the 

research question [8]. The researcher is the interpreter [9]. 

The novelty of this contribution is the simulation model 

defined by the method for traffic prediction based on the 

Wiener filtering [10]-[12] as it is known from statistical 

signal processing: The knowledge regarding traffic 

behaviour from the past, e. g. from previous hours or days, 

is used to estimate the future traffic characteristics. 

The remaining part of this paper is structured as follow: 

In section II a traffic-related system model is constructed, 

following by the traffic prediction highlighted in section 

III. In section IV the application of traffic prediction to 

dynamic load-adaptive network operation is studied. The 

obtained results are introduced and analyzed in section V. 

For verification purposes, the originally observed traffic 

is compared with the estimated traffic. Also, the energy 

consumption associated with the newly proposed capacity 

dimensioning strategy is calculated and compared to 

conventional procedures. The presented concept is 

verified by means of a statistical analysis where the 

stochastic traffic characteristics are varied, and the 

resulting capacity dimensioning and energy efficiency is 

analyzed. Concluding remarks are provided in section VI. 

II. TRAFFIC-RELATED SYSTEM MODEL 

As a basis for establishing traffic prediction algorithms, 

real measured traffic data or a modeled traffic time 

function with suitable characteristics and statistics is 

necessary. Throughout this paper a traffic model is used 

that refers to an exemplary link in a network whose 

capacity is subject to load-adaptive switching regimes. 

The traffic function is constructed as follows: An 

underlying time function s(k ) (e. g. mean traffic), with 

variations on a longer time scale, is used for modelling 

the average traffic fluctuation observed for an exemplary 

link throughout a day. To model the stochastic variations 

in the traf fic on a shorter time scale, an additive white 

Gaussian noise n(k ) with zero mean and the variance PR 

is added. In consequence, the traf fic function v (k ) is 

obtained that is referred to an observed traffic throughout 

the paper. The observed (measured) traffic v (k ) results in: 

 

v (k ) =  s(k ) +  n(k ) . (1) 

 

Fig. 1 shows exemplary curves of the observed 

(measured) traffic v (k ) and the underlying averaged traffic 

function s(k ). The resulting system model is highlighted 

in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 1. Characteristics of exemplarily averaged (solid line) and observed 

traffic (dashed line) 

 
Fig. 2. Resulting system model for modelling traffic fluctuations 
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This modelled traffic contains the long-term traffic 

fluctuations over a day as well as the inherent stochastic 

nature of typical broadband data traffic. The 

complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) 

of the modelled traffic at noon is shown in Fig. 3. 

Assuming a throughput of 1,72 Gbit/s (averaged traffic 

observed s(k )) at noon traffic fluctuations become 

obvious. In conclusion, in this way an appropriate traffic 

model has been obtained that can be described and 

adjusted by analytic parameters. In Fig. 3 exemplarily 

variances PR, describing the short-term fluctuations, in the 

range of 0,1 ... 1,0 are selected. The noise is used to 

simulate the random fluctuations of the traffic in a 

network on a very short time scale that cannot be 

described by a deterministic function. The variance of 

that noise is chosen in a way that realistic orders of 

magnitude are met – that can be observed on real network 

links. The variance of a bit rate – that is measured in bit/s 

– exhibits the dimension of a bit rate squared, i. e. the 

variance describing the short-term traffic fluctuations has 

technically the unit (bit/s)2. In the interest of the clarity of 

the presentation in this work the units of this variance are 

omitted. 

Fig. 3. CCDF of the throughput at noon taking different values of PR 

into account 

III. TRAFFIC PREDICTION USING WIENER FILTERING 

For a robust traffic estimation, a Wiener filter is used in 

this work, since it is suitable for tasks when minimizing 

the mean square error (MMSE, minimum mean square 

error) between the estimated (i. e. predicted) traffic and 

the real traffic. The Wiener filtering approach is in 

particular viable, when the mean traffic is affected by 

short-term fluctuations, that are modelled as Gaussian 

noise. Therefore, differences in the mean traffic such as 

between weekdays and weekends are not taken into 

consideration as these fluctuations are considered by the 

mean value – that differs between weekdays and weekend 

days and thus leads to different numerical values and 

results, but has no impact on the considered approach. A 

linear predictor can be used to estimate the traffic at the 

time k by taking the last q traffic values v[k − q] into 

account and results in  

    

�̂�[k] = ∑𝑝𝜇 ∙ 𝑣[𝑘 − 𝜇]

𝑞

𝜇=1

 

 

with the parameter q describing the order of the predictor. 

The coefficients of the predictor pμ (for μ = 1, 2,···, q) 

have to be defined by minimizing the energy of the error 

signal e[k] = v[k] − �̂�[k]. The error signal e(k) appears 

after linear filtering of the signal v(k) with the so far 

unknown filter coefficients b(k) (see Fig. 4) – which are 

related to the predictor coefficients by b[µ] = –p[µ] for 1 

≤ µ ≤ q, b[0] = 1 and b[µ] = 0 for all other µ. Details on 

the derivation of this interrelationship are shown in [13]. 

Taking the stationary mean (averaged) traffic s(k) and 

the added noise n(k) into account, the observed noisy 

process v(k) forms the basis for the proposed traffic 

prediction. Using the Wiener filter the mean square error 

between the estimated traffic �̂� (k) and the mean 

(averaged) traffic s(k) can be minimized. 

 

Fig. 4. Error signal e(k) as a function of traffic function v(k) 

In Fig. 5 the curves of the exemplary observed traffic 

v(k) and the predicted traffic �̂�(k) are shown: It becomes 

obvious that the estimated or predicted time function 

follows the observed traffic in tendency but is not directly 

useful for capacity dimensioning – as there are time 

periods where the traffic is under-estimated. Therefore, 

some modification or adaption of the Wiener filtering is 

necessary for capacity dimensioning purposes in order to 

take those deviations into account. The target is always a 

reliable network operation – meaning here sufficient 

capacity – and then somewhat downstream – the 

improved energy efficiency.  

 
Fig. 5. Observed (dashed line) and predicted (solid line) traffic time 

functions 
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IV. CAPACITY DIMENSIONING AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Provided that there is a linear dependency between 

capacity and power ensured by the network elements, 

from the capacity time function c(t) a power time 

function P (t) is obtained by P (t) =  K  · c(t), where the 

factor K exhibits the dimension of an energy per bit (in 

J/bit or Ws/bit). The actual value and magnitude of K 

depends strongly on the system technologies and their 

generations. The energy consumed by a bit of data as it 

runs through a telecommunication network, e.g. the 

Internet, can be estimated by counting the number of 

network elements – e.g. switches, routers, amplifiers, 

transceivers – that the bit passes through, and adding all 

of these contribution ns to the energy consumption of that 

bit of data. According to [14] it is expected that a high-

end core router consumes around 20 nJ/bit, while 

Ethernet switches consume less than 10 nJ/bit. These 

numbers depend strongly on the technologies and 

therefore are subject to improve as technology improves. 

In this work the parameter K is assumed to be K = 10–6 

Ws/bit. The value of energy per bit is determined by the 

communication system in use e. g. a switch, a router or an 

access multiplexer – or network section under 

consideration e. g. optical access network, core network 

or the radio link. A thorough investigation on this topic 

with typical numerical values can be found e.g. in [14]. 

The chosen value of K = 10-6 Ws/bit is a typical value out 

of a wide range of possible values. 

Taking into account that the power consumption 

function P(t) follows the traffic function v(t), P(t) has to 

be adapted according to the traffic (Fig. 6). As 

highlighted by Fig. 6 load adaptiveness leads to energy 

efficiency improvements. Now temporal power consumption 

P(t) is no longer constant. To measure energy efficiency 

improvement of particular load-adaptive case n, energy 

efficiency parameter εn = En/E0 is used, as defined in [15], 

[16]. Here, E0 = P0T describes the reference case with no 

load-adaptiveness at all. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Energy efficiency improvement by taking power traffic-

dependent time function for load-adaptiveness (right) and non load-

adaptiveness (left) into account.  

V. ENERGY EFFICIENCY RESULTS 

Based on the capacity dimensioning use cases in Fig. 7, 

the capacity follows directly the estimated traffic. As an 

example a noise variance PR = 0,1 is assumed for 

describing the short-term traffic fluctuations. In order to 

avoid a capacity bottleneck, a traffic reserve  is added 

to the estimated traffic �̂�(t), i. e. c(t) = �̂�(t) + to 

ensure a sufficient capacity. This traffic reserve is 

especially needed for situations where the real traffic is 

under-estimated by the predictor. The energy efficiency 

of different cases of load-adaptive operation regimes is 

shown in Fig. 8. Hereby, scenario 0 describes the 

reference case employing no load-adaptiveness at all and 

scenario 1 represents the best-case limit, where the 

capacity follows the observed traffic ideally. Realistic 

load-adaptive regimes will exhibit energy efficiencies εn 

between those boundaries. It becomes obvious that 

energy efficiency is increased when approximating the 

traffic curve more exactly. However, in scenarios where 

the traffic is under-estimated a capacity bottleneck could 

appear. The probability will doubtlessly increase for 

lower ∆. Therefore, the parameter ∆ has to be selected 

carefully. 

 
Fig. 7. Capacity as a function of the estimated traffic for different 

parameters of the traffic reserve  

 
Fig. 8. Energy efficiency for different parameters of the traffic reserve 

based on c0 = 2,8 Gbit/s 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, a traffic prediction approach for 

temporally fluctuating network traffic based on Wiener 

filtering has been analysed. The findings of the theoretical 

analysis allow creating the simulation model of dynamic 
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capacity adaptation based on the analysis of Wiener 

filtering for traffic prediction underpinning energy 

savings in communication network. 

Our approach can be useful in case the capacity will be 

provided basing on the temporally fluctuating traffic 

demands. If the excess capacity is provided as usual by 

statically adding more lines for additional capacity only 

the fact whether a port of a line is on or not will 

determine the energy consumption. Before the 

background of increased energy cost and increasing 

sensibility for environmental concerns capacity in the 

future should be provided load-adaptively – and then 

traffic prediction algorithms like discussed in this paper 

are indispensable and come in handy for network design 

and planning. 

The presented work is limited by the creation of the 

simulation model only. Another limitation is the 

application of Wiener filtering for prediction of energy 

consumption on a communication network component or 

larger site based on past traffic capacity.  

Future work will focus on validation of the proposed 

simulation model. Further on, validation of the simulation 

model will be implemented in different environments. 

Analysis of other prediction methods will be carried out, 

too. A comparative study of different prediction methods 

will be presented. Deep analysis of the interrelations 

between energy and traffic as well as network port will be 

implemented. Modification of network capacity based on 

the load will be analyzed. Treatment of traf fic volumes 

on different days, e.g. weekday vs. weekend, will be 

detailed. 
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